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Tests of the circular Poynting
vector emitter in static E/H fields
Serge Kernbach∗

Abstract—This paper describes tests of a compact
Poynting vector generator utilizing the effect of a
circular electromagnetic energy flow in static E/H
fields. The generator is powered through USB port or
5V ’Power Bank’ accumulator and represents a further
development of the ’small Akimov’s generator’ on mod-
ern element base. The design of a circular CPV emitter
allows scaling the emission effect and is compatible
with passive generators ’Contur’. Control electronics
can modulate output signals generating E/H fields
for usage with different ’electronic modulators’. Per-
formed tests with fluids and microbiological samples
confirm electrochemical and biological effects of this
generator. The device is developed as an EM actuator
with environmental feedback loop for robotic systems,
or as a tool for non-chemical treatment in infoceutical
production and materials science, as well as for a
long-range signal transmission in various applications.

I. Introduction

Electromagnetic generators of a weak emission based
a Poynting vector in static E/H fields with circular or
cylindrical emitters are popular in various designs. Such
well-known devices as ’small Akimov’s generator’ (SAG),
see Fig. 3, or ’large Akimov’s generator’ (LAG), see Fig. 15,
are examples of these devices. There are several descrip-
tions and assumptions about their underlying mechanisms
[1], [2].
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Fig. 1. (a) Structure of the SAG/LAG emitters: 1 – inner layer
of a cylindrical capacitor, 2 – external layer of a cylindrical
capacitor, 3 – ring magnet (or electromagnet). Emission is
directed in the axial direction A-B; (b) Illustration of the
circulating Poynting vector S in static E/H fields, image from
Wikipedia.
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The structure of these EM generators is based on the
interaction of orthogonal magnetic H and electric- E fields,
generating the Poynting vector. Some publications relate
them to the so-called ’Tamm’s emitters’, in following we
will denote all emitters of this type as the ’Poynting vector’
emitters. The most common version includes a disk (ring)
magnet and a cylindrical capacitor, see Fig.1(a). Instead
of a permanent magnet, electromagnets are often used.
A constant voltage is applied to the cylindrical capacitor,
in SAG/LAG it varies about 100-200V. New designs of
emitting elements have been appeared in the last years,
they deviate from the SAG/LAG ’standard’ attempting
to create new versions of these devices. Examples are
emitters of S.N.Tarakhtia, the modern development of a
planar (PPV) emitter is undertaken by Vitaly Zamsha [3].
The active part of the generator, its emitter, is a planar
construction with two Helmholtz coils and a flat capacitor,
see Fig. 2. This design allows minimizing the parasitic
capacitance between electrodes and the coil. However,
tests also showed some disadvantages of PPV emitters.

Fig. 2. Planar Poynting vector (PPV) emitter.
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Fig. 3. One of the SAG constructions used in 80s and 90s.

The design of the SAG/LAG was confidential in the 90s
(for example, these generators were sealed), at the moment
there are several descriptions of their design [4], prepared,
among others, by E.A.Akimov [1]. Organizations that
collaborated with the MNTC ’VENT’ (the organization
that coordinates a Russian development in these areas in
the 90s [5]) received this type of generator for experiments,
mostly SAG, see Fig. 3, therefore the large number of
experimental results was obtained for generators based on
the Poynting vector. To some extent, the SAG represents
one of the most successful devices of this kind with a
great number of publications [6]. However, these proven
and tested devices are almost impossible to acquire; this
creates a certain need for their production.

As mentioned above, the working principle of ’Poynting
vector emitter’ consists in creating an orthogonal system of
electric and magnetic fields. More formally, the Poynting
vector S is the vector of energy flux density of the
electromagnetic field, which can be defined by the vector
product of two vectors:

S = [E×H], (1)

where E and H are vectors of electric and magnetic field.
Modern textbooks consider the case of Poynting vector
in a cylindrical capacitor, which is located in the H-field
created by a permanent magnet. Although only static
electric and magnetic fields exist, the calculation of the
Poynting vector gives a circular flow of electromagnetic
energy clockwise, see Fig. 1(b). The flow of circulating
energy underlies the popular idea of ’rotation’ of the S
vector, which is located in the axial plane in Fig. 1(a) (the
circulating energy flow contains the angular momentum
and creates the magnetic component of the Lorentz force
arising when the capacitor is discharged). Such a ’rotation’
component is missing in PPV. The circulating flow shown
in Fig. 1(b) generated by the constant E/H fields led to the
idea of a circular emitter in which the rotating Poynting
vector will be generated ’outside’ the emitter (not inside
the cylindrical capacitor).

One of underlying ideas of this development is devoted
to a non-chemical treatment of liquids and interactions
with biological objects, similar to the magnetic vector
potential [7], [8], [9]. Open research question, which could
serve for explanation of arising effects, is the relation-
ship between the circulating Poynting vector and the

Aharonov-Bohm-type [10] or quantum-entanglement-type
effects that manifest in macroscopic systems [11], [12]. This
development also pursues the research of external feedback
mechanisms to enhance long-distance interactions (for ex-
ample, the ’Maslobrod effect’ [13]). This issue has already
been discussed in the literature: robots and mice/chicks
[14], [15], thermostats with plants [16] and animals [17],
mechanical oscillating systems [18], the Smirnov’s emitter
with feedback loops [19], etc. In this paper, the automation
DA module [20] is used to create and operate the feedback
elements.

This paper has the following structure: Sec. II describes
the emitter and control electronics, Sec. III – the per-
formed electrochemical and biological measurements, Sec.
IV concludes this work.

II. Development of the emitter and control
electronics

The development of both the emitter and the control
module was motivated by practical needs for a small
device with applications for infoceutical production, e.g.
for non-chemical treatments [21], [22], [23], the treatment
in non-stationary EM fields [24], known also as the phase-
transition-treatment (PTT) effect, as well as for different

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Multilayer circular Poynting vector (CPV) emitters
in a monolithic body; (b) Generator based on the shape effect
using a monolithic CPV emitter in 2013 [3].
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distant phenomena [25]. Especial requirements represent
the production technology, i.e. the device must not have
parts requiring manual work, such as the wound coils. The
generation of weak emission must be scalable at the level
of the emitter – the emission strength of the basic device
should be small, but allows scaling up or down the effect.
From marketing reasons, it makes sense to develop not one
single-block device, but a kit, where the user can configure
the system, including other devices based on the shape
effect. The control electronics must be powered by a USB
port or the ’Power bank’ accumulators with a 5V supply
voltage, i.e. the device must be transportable.

Multilayer flat circular emitters has already been devel-
oped in research projects, where the multilayer Poynting
vector emitters were produced in a monolithic casing, see
Fig. 4. These emitters were also used in test generators
based on the shape effect early 2013 [3]. However, at that
time, the development was concentrated on the Bobrov’s
LED emitters [26] and the CPV concept was further
followed. The advantage of a flat emitter is its high
technological processability, since it can be mass-produced
by the technology of printed circuit boards. However, the
manufacturing complexity of a monolithic emitter required
to reconsider its structure and to approach the open design
of flat emitters shown in Fig. 5(a). It repeats the structure
of the E/H fields in Fig. 1(b), but the cylindrical capacitor
is replaced by the flat capacitor, and the permanent
magnet is replaced by the double flat coil, i.e. the emission
element represents a kind of ’circular dipole’. Obviously,
the number of circular dipoles can be increased, see Fig.
5(e), which will scale up the effect.

A rotating Poynting vector S is generated in the outer
part of the emitter. The emitter is mounted on a small
cone, see Fig. 5(a) and can be used as a stand-alone device.
However, sometimes it becomes necessary to ’transport’
S to the vertex point of the cone for later use with
the shape effect (in the SAG manner). Therefore, the
emitter is mounted inside a large hollow cone, as shown
in Fig. 5 (b,c). The outer cone also serves to protect
the CPV emitter and to shield from EM fields. On a
large cone, either a small cone for the PTT effect (with
modulating substances embedded there) or a metal tip can
be installed, see Fig. 5(c). These elements are known from
the ’Contur’ generator and are fully compatible with this
popular structure based on the shape effect. Since modular
structures are offered as a kit, it is even possible to create
symmetrical emitters, see Fig. 5(d), known in LAG. The
structure in a large cone shown in Fig. 5 (b,c) will be
further denoted as the ’CPV emitter’.

The electronics module, which generates signals for the
emitter, is shown in Fig. 6, its structure is shown in Fig. 7.
It is a microprocessor system with two cascade circuits for
increasing the voltage to 1200V, a current control circuit
(up to 100 A in the pulse) and a modulation system for
all voltages. A more detailed description of the EHM-C
module is given in the appendix. The company has been
manufacturing EHM-C modules for several years, there
are several modifications with various enclosures and 5V,

(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 5. (a) An open circular Poynting vector (CPV) emitter,
mounted on a small cone; (b,c) Emitter from (a), mounted in-
side a hollow copper cone; (d) Symmetrical structural element
used in LAG; (e) CPV emitter with an increased number of
circular dipoles, mounted on the EHM-C module housing, the
upper cone cap is removed.
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Fig. 6. The EHM-C control module.
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Fig. 7. The structure of the EHM-C control module.

12V and 24V power systems. The configuration of voltages
and control approaches is set by the user through the client
program on the PC. In experiments described below, about
1000V of DC voltage was supplied to the CPV capacitor
and about 200 mA of current at 5 (or 12) volts to the CPV
coils.

As already mentioned, the development pursues the
principle of modularity, therefore all components are of-
fered separately as several sets. For example, the CPV
emitter can be mounted on the front part of a holder, and
the EHM-C module at the rear, see Fig. 8(a). In a standard
version, the CPV emitter is mounted on a solid aluminium
housing with the EHM-C module that has an optional 5V
power supply (from USB or 220V/110V) or 12V (from
220V/110V), see Fig. 8(a). The electronics allows reading
the files generated by ’electronic modulators of PTT effect’
and to modulate the E- or H-field components by the
information from these files for a distant PTT effect with
the selected electronic modulator.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Mounting the CPV emitter and the EHM-C control
module on (a) the holder, (b) the housing.

III. Performed tests with the generator

A. Control measurements

The EIS devices with differential impedance spec-
troscopy are used as sensors in these measurements [27],
[28], [29]. Measuring effects of EM generators of ’weak
emissions’ has some difficulties primarily due to tem-
perature changes caused by the heating of coils and
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high-voltage electronics. Since the electrochemical sensors
(outside the thermostat) react also to the temperature
changes, it is necessary to ’untie’ the temperature and non-
temperature factors. In general, the relationship between
temperature and electrochemical measurements (e.g. elec-
trical conductivity) is nonlinear [30]. Since the degree of
nonlinearity is relatively small in the range 0-30◦ C, a
linear approximating equation is used [31]:

ECt = EC25[1 + a(t− 25)], (2)

where ECt is the electrical conductivity at temperature
t, EC25 is the electrical conductivity at 25◦C, and a is
the temperature compensation coefficient. In the work
[32] various values of a in the range of 0.0191-0.025 are
considered. For small temperature changes e.g. ∆t < 1◦C,
we can assume that ECt follows temperature with a
certain coefficient. Large nonlinear variations of ECt are
introduced by non-temperature factors.
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Fig. 9. EIS measurement of temperature dependence (2). The
E-field is disabled, the Poynting vector is not generated, the
temperature change occurs only due to heating of the coils.
Time interval between inflection points of temperature and EIS
curves (when turning the coil on and off) is about 7 minutes.

To confirm this statement, the EIS measurement was
performed when the high-voltage part was switched off.
The 5V voltage applied to the coils caused heating of
the CPV emitter without generating the Poynting vec-
tor. For these tests, the electronic EHM-C module was
disconnected from the emitter and moved out of the
closed experimental chamber, so the temperature changes
occurred only due to the heating of the emitter. To reduce
heat production, the current was reduced to 2/3 of the
maximum value, in addition the modulation with 50% me-
ander applied, i.. all tests passed at 1/3 of maximal power.
The temperature sensor and the measuring container with

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Spectrograms (a) of alternating electric and (b)
alternating magnetic fields at the distance 10mm from the
grounded copper cone, the CPV emitter with the EHM-C
generator is running. The measurement was carried out by the
Spectran 5010 low-frequency spectrometer.

water were mounted on the top of the large cone, see Fig.
5(b). The result of this EIS measurement is shown in Fig.
9. The EIS dynamics without the generating the Poynting
vector, follows closely the temperature trend, as described
by the equation (2). The time interval between inflection
points of temperature and EIS curves is similar when the
coil is turned on and off.

The second issue required to consider at such measure-
ments is the electromagnetic shielding of both the control
electronics modules and the emitters. To do this, all com-
ponents of the generator are in metal housings, the copper
cone of CPV emitter was grounded to a common ground
wire. EM emission was measured with the Spectran 5010
device in the range from 100Hz to 1MHz, the spectrograms
are shown in Fig. 10, the device was located at a distance of
10 mm. from the cone. The intensity of alternating electric
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Fig. 11. Measurement of the alternating magnetic field when
the H-field of the CPV emitter is set to the frequency of 100
Hz.

field does not exceed 30V/m in the low-frequency part
and not more than 4V/m at frequencies up to 1MHz. The
intensity of alternating magnetic field does not exceed 100
nT in the low-frequency region and 10 nT at frequencies
up to 1 MHz. These values are extremely low for rooms
and do not change when the generator is turned on or
off. For additional tests, the magnetic part of the CPV
emitter was excited at the frequency of 100Hz and the H-
field was measured in the range 84-120 Hz, see Fig. 11.
This modulating frequency is not detected by Spectran
5010 near the emitter. Thus, these measurements allow us
to conclude that the shielding of both the CPV emitter
and the electronic module is sufficient.

B. Measuring the emission effects

For measuring the effects of generated weak emission,
one EIS sensor was mounted on the top of the cone, the
second one was installed on the side (near the cone so that
sensor touches it). This arrangement allows estimating
the contributions of axial and radial components of the
emission. The temperature sensor was installed at the top
and at the side locations. Figure 12(a) shows the case when
the EIS and temperature sensors are mounted in the top
position, it corresponds to the experiment shown in Fig.
9, when the E-field is turned on and the Poynting vector
is generated.

The generator was operated for 20 minutes, the tem-
perature change was about 0.15◦ , which is similar to
the previous temperature test. However, the inflection
points are positioned in this case differently, the starting
point is closer to the temperature inflection, and the
final point is shifted by 45 minutes after the temperature
inflection (the 7 min. time interval between both points
in the temperature test was almost equal to each other).
These data point to other factors, beside temperature, that
influence the EIS dynamics. We note once again that the
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Fig. 12. (a) EIS measurement at the top of the cone, E/H
fields are on, the Poynting vector is generated. Time interval
between the first inflection points of temperature and EIS
curves is about 3 minutes, the second inflection points –
about 45 minutes; (b) EIS measurement of the activated fluid
from the previous experiment performed on the next day. The
’paradoxical phase’ is observed, which violates the temperature
dependence expressed by the equation (2).
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Fig. 13. EIS dynamics, the turn-on time of the generator is shown by lines, the appearance of (quantum) proton tunnelling
effect in the form of jumps in the graph is observed, the operating time of the generator is 30 minutes, the post-EIS dynamics
(disappearance of changes) is about 180 minutes.

Fig. 14. CPV emitter without a closing cone, mounted on a
plastic holder.

conditions of both experiments are identical, the EM factor
is eliminated by EM shielding, all experiments are carried
out without light (full darkness). We also observe a higher
intensity of the reaction. The EIS change in Fig. 9 was
about 0.1 µS/cm, the EIS change in Fig. 12(a) is 0.16
µS/cm, i.e. almost 60% more intensive.

It is known that the exposed by emission fluids be-
have electrochemically different than non-exposed fluids.
For example, the performed tests [33] demonstrated the
appearance of a ’paradoxical phase’ that violates one
of the fundamental electrochemical dependencies – the
temperature dependency expressed by the equation (2).
For tests of this phenomenon, the water activated in the
previous experiment was left for one night in measurement
chamber, and the second EIS measurement was performed
on the next day. The result of this second measurement
is shown in Fig. 12(b), where the ’paradoxical phase’ is
clearly visible – in response to decreasing temperature, the
amplitude of the EIS dynamics increases.

For further tests of the axial direction, the CPV emitter
was taken out of a cone and mounted on the holder,
see Fig. 14. The emitter was placed on a plastic part
to decouple it from the grounded housing of the control
module. The idea is that grounding of the cone can affect
its efficiency, i.e. part of the ’weak emission’ flows down
to the ground. To prevent EM impact, a grounded sheet
0.3 mm of steel with a size of 300x200 mm is installed
between EIS sensors and the CPV emitter. Despite this
shielding is not not full (i.e. it does not create a Faraday
cage), the goal of this test was to demonstrate changes that
can last for hours after the generator was turned off. Such
long-term post-experimental changes are uncharacteristic
for EM emissions.

Results of these EIS measurements are shown in Fig. 13.
The response of EIS sensors starts with a delay of about
2.5 minutes (the distance between the radiator and the
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sensors is 20 cm), and there is no change of temperature
trend on the sensor side. When the generator is turned off,
the effect slowly disappears: with a 30-minute operation
of the generator, the post-experimental EIS dynamics
(disappearance of changes) takes about 180 minutes. The
spikes in the graph after exposure indicate the effect of
proton tunneling in water, responsible for the anomalous
conductivity. This effect was also observed in other tests
with non-local EM generators. Thus, both the duration
and the characteristics of the EIS changes after turning
off the generator are uncharacteristic for EM emissions,
and indicate other causes of their occurrence.

C. Tests of axial and radial effects

As mentioned above, the state-of-the-art effects pub-
lished in relation to the Poynting vector in static E/H
fields with circular emitters (see e.g. [34]) were taken
into account in the design of CPV emitter. As known,
such weak emissions exhibit some optical and electrical
properties, in particular they are ’transported’ along met-
al conductors, and ’concentrated’ by conic geometrical
shapes. These effects were also considered in the design of
LAG, which possesses different conic elements connected
by metal wires, see Fig. 15. Here we observe a further
development of ideas from SAG, see Fig. 3, in particular
all emitting elements are not grounded (only the main
housing is grounded). LAG also provides an interesting
example of combining different types of weak emission by
passive structural elements.

Fig. 15. Structure of LAG, usage of different geometric elements
and metal wires, image from alt-sci.ru.

Returning to the CPV emitter, it is expected that the
metallic cones should have two effects: firstly, the emission
will be ’collected and transported’ to the top, and secondly,
the grounding will reduce the effect due to ’leakage’ of
’weak emission’ to the ground. The possibility of such a
leakage is also indicated by other experiments, e.g. by the
well-known Hieronymus’s experiment with plants [35].
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Fig. 16. Tests for axial and radial effects, channel 1 is installed
on the top of the cone, channel 2 on the base, the containers
touch the metal cone, the grounding of copper cone is removed.

To test this hypothesis, the previous setup was used –
one EIS container at the top of the cone, the second on
the side on the base, both plastic containers with water
touch the metal cone. The cone grounding is removed, the
temperature sensor is mounted on the side container. The
result of the EIS measurement is shown in Fig. 16. An
obvious effect is the potential jumps when the generator is
turned on and off, which is explained by the appearance of
a static E-field. Based on the example of channel 2, we can
conclude it affects the EIS dynamics, but its contribution
is small even in comparison with the temperature effect.
The channel 2 located in the radial direction follows a
temperature trend, whose variation is smaller since the
temperature sensor does not touch the metal cone. There
is a faster reaction of the EIS sensors compared to previ-
ous experiments with grounded cones (however, here the
question arises of the contribution of the static E-field).
Comparing the axial and radial arrangements, we can see
that changes in the axial arrangement (channel 1) at the
top position are much more intense, which may point to
the ’transporting’ effect of the emission.

Similar data were obtained in other experiments, for
example Fig. 17 shows both channels of the previous
experiment performed with another set of electrodes. The
EIS channel at the top position of the cone has a larger
amplitude and a faster response, which indicates a pre-
dominance of the axial direction in the generation of weak
emissions.

D. Measuring effects of liquids exposure

The well-known application of SAG/LAG (and similar
generators whose development was inspired by SAG/LAG)
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Fig. 18. Express analysis of two pairs of fluids: (a,c,e) analysis of two identical not-exposed-by-emission fluids in the control
pair; (b,d,f) analysis of two liquids in the experimental pair, one of which was exposed for 30 minutes at the top position of the
CPV emitter. Degassing of fluids (repeated removal of electrodes from containers) was not performed for both attempts.
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Fig. 17. Tests for axial and radial effects, comparison of the
EIS channels mounted on the top of the cone and at the base,
see the previous experiment, shown in Fig. 12(a).

was the exposure of liquid and solid substances with and
without PTT effect, after that these materials demon-
strated different physical and chemical properties. Figure
19 demonstrates the SAG-based setup, used for exposure
of solid materials in experiments around 2000 in South
Korea. It needs also to mention multiple successful exper-
imental results of using such EM generators in metallurgy
with PTT [24].

The works of V.A.Sokolova [36] were especially intensive
in this respect, we already repeated some experiments
of this group [29]. In these experiments, two identical
samples were prepared and compared by the impedance
spectroscopy, then one of them was irradiated by a gen-
erator without PTT, and then these two samples were
compared again. Figure 18 shows the results of a similar
experiment, carried out by the modern method of EIS
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Fig. 19. Experimental setup based on SAG and used for
exposure of solid materials, 2000, Seoul, South Korea, photo
courtesy of A.Y.Smirnov.

express analysis. Four samples (two pairs) of 10 ml of
distilled water are prepared. One pair represents a control
pair for the differential measurement, one liquid in the
second pair was irradiated for 30 minutes at the top
position of the CPV emitter. That pair represents an
experimental pair for the differential measurement. Both
pairs were prepared and analyzed in a similar way in
the thermostat, the same time was given for temperature
equalization, moreover, all samples were analyzed for a
short time one after the other – first the control pair, then
the experimental pair. As shown by Fig. 18(c), the behav-
ior of the EIS curves in the control pair is very similar, their
differential spectra in Fig. 18(e) are rather homogeneous.
The behaviour of the experimental pair in Fig. 18(d) differs
substantially from each other, their differential spectra in
Fig. 18(f) shows a characteristic pattern of differences.
Thus, we observe a similar effect with the results obtained
by the Sokolova’s group – an irradiation for a short time
substantially changes the electrochemical dynamics of the
exposed liquid.

For further tests with exposed liquids by PTT effect,
we used the generator shown in Fig. 8(b) powered by
12V (from 110V/220V AC-DC converter) with one circular
dipole element. The maximal current through coils was
increased up to 0.4A with about 1000V on the capaci-
tor. The regression analysis was employed for detecting
differences between exposed and unexposed fluids, other
parameters are similar to the previous tests. For the PTT
with C12H22O11 (denoted as PTT1), 12g. of the substance
was placed in the small upper cone. The EIS container was
placed on the top without touching the walls of copper
cone. The experimental parameters are similar to the
previous attempts: exposition time 20 minutes, all samples
are exposed one after another within a short time interval.
In the first day we performed 5 attempts, the exposure-
measuring-cycle of one sample took about 1 hour. The first
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Fig. 20. Exposure of liquids, PTT1, the sample N5, the
channel 1 is the exposed (experimental) channel, the channel
2 is the control channel; (a) two channels representation; (b)
the regression analysis of differential channel, see description in
text. Degassing of fluids was performed.

noted issue is the variation of intensity from 1st to 5th
sample – usually the first exposed sample demonstrated
the strongest results, like shown in Fig. 18. Secondly,
exchanging control and experimental channels of the EIS
spectrometer in following after each other measurements
led to unstable EIS dynamics of both channels. The
best conditions are long resting time between expositions,
using the same control/experiment channels within one
experimental series and different plastic containers in each
attempt. In Fig. 20 we demonstrate the eEIS measurement
of the last 5th sample, it is well visible that the exposed
channel 1 behaves differently that the unexposed channel
2. In fact all inflection points of the differential curve
obtained by regression analysis are caused by the exposed
channel 1.

To test the results on technological or measurement
artefacts, we repeated these attempts on the next day,
but changed the impacted channel – now the channel 2
was the exposed channel, and the channel 1 is the control
channel. The regression analysis of differential channel
is shown in Fig. 21. We observe here the inverse type
of dynamics of the Fig. 20(b) pointing to absence of
technological artefacts in the measurements. There are also
some variations of intensity and timing of inflection points
that can be attributed to slightly different conditions of
these repeated experiments.

Several control experiments with unexposed fluids and
degassing procedure was performed between the PTT1 and
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Fig. 22. Control attempt with unexposed fluids, the degassing
of fluids was performed.

the next attempts with PTT2, one of them is shown in
Fig. 22. In fact we observe a similar behaviour as shown
in Fig. 18, however with smaller amplitude of variation.
The final series of experiments were the attempts with
NaCl (denoted as PTT2), all parameters are similar to
the PTT1 experiments. One experimental result is shown
in Fig. 23, we observe the residual EIS dynamics that
differs from PTT1 and control measurements that can
be accounted to PTT2 effect (among other factors) in
the exposed channel 1. We performed two measurements
within 2 hours, which demonstrated a similar dynamics
(with linear transformation required due to linear shift
of differential curve) – this points to a reproducibility of
results. 3D Spectrograms of data from Fig. 23 are shown
in Fig. 24, which demonstrate interesting symmetrical
activation patterns.

Experiments with the PTT effect continue further, for
example, for accumulating statistically significant results
and exploring additional effects that impact the exposure.
However considering a limited focus of this paper devoted
to tests of the CPV emitters, these results will be presented
in a separate paper.

E. Measuring biological effects

For testing biological effects, the CYBRES Biosensor
based on the fermentation activity of yeast Saccharomyces
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Fig. 23. Exposure of liquids, PTT2, the channel 1 is the exposed
(experimental) channel, the channel 2 is the control channel,
the degassing of fluids was performed. (a) Two channels repre-
sentation, characteristic changes are in the exposed channel 1;
(c,d) Two measurements with linear transformation performed
within 120 minutes.

cerevisiae was used. The experimental samples of water
with sugar are exposed on the generator for 60 minutes,
see Fig. 25(a). After this, the experimental and control
samples were rested in the water bath for 10 min to
equalize the temperature and then the yeast solution were
added to the containers.

For analyzing the results, we used the phase charac-
teristics – specific stages of fermentation start earlier (or
later) depending on stimulating (or inhibiting) effect of
exposure. For identification of a phase the differential RMS
impedance is utilized, see Fig. 25(b), different stages of
fermentation are characterized by an essential change (e.g.
different slope) of EIS dynamics, see for more detail [37].
As required by the double differential measurement ap-
proach, we performed two measurements: first, the channel
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(a) (b)

Fig. 24. 3D Spectrograms of two attempts from Fig. 23.
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Fig. 25. (a) Exposing experimental samples of water with
sugar (for biological tests) on the generator; (b) Identification
of different phases of fermentation based on the dynamics of
differential RMS impedance.

1 was the experimental channel, in the second attempt the
channel 2 was experimental one. This approach enables
identification of measurement artefacts and errors.

Figures 26(a) and 26(b) show the EIS dynamics of both
control and experimental channels for these two attempts,
the identified fermentation stages are shown by a grey
bar. The resulting phase difference between control and
experimental channels for both attempts are shown in Fig.
26(c). We observe more earlier start of fermentation in
the exposed channel in both attempts, this points to a
stimulating effect on activities of microorganisms by the
generator.

F. Using feedback mechanisms

Effects of nonlocal feedback loops in unconventional
experiments has been studied since 80s of XX century. For
example, [14], [15], [16], [17] discuss the interaction of a
random number generator with plants and animals, where
the nonlocal feedback is used to optimize the level and
dynamics of illumination. The works [38], [39] demonstrate
an appearance of ’untypical’ oscillations in measured data
for devices operating a long time in the same room.
Malfunctions of devices, even the failure of temperature
sensors and electronic components, are reported in cases
of emotional events. Several experiments show a reaction
of exposed fluid in closed containers on external UV
light, while the control channels did not demonstrate any
reaction in similar conditions [40]. Involving of human
operators in feedback loops is discussed in some experi-
mental setups [41]. These and other experiments indicate
the possibility of spontaneous and targeted nonlocal loops
between actuators and measured objects. It is assumed
that introducing a nonlocal positive feedback can lead to
’self-excitation’ of a remote object.

The automation DA module was used for tests with
feedback elements [20]. This module is included in the
EIS device and allows analyzing measurement data in real
time – with so-called virtual detectors – and automatically
operate various actuators in real world. These experiments
were performed with two water containers as ’entangled
objects’, see Fig. 28. EIS measurements used external
electrodes (outside of the thermostat) with temperature
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Fig. 26. Biological tests with CYBRES Biosensor based on the
fermentation activity of yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Two
double differential attempts with inverse channels (the attempt
1: the channel 1 is the experimental channel; the attempt 2: the
channel 2 is the experimental channel) are shown. (a,b) EIS
dynamics of control and experimental channels for attempts
1 and 2, the identified fermentation stages are shown by a
grey bar; (c) the resulting phase difference between control and
experimental channels for both attempt, the exposed channel
in both attempts demonstrate a stimulating effect on activities
of microorganisms.

sensor inside fluids, i.e. the temperature of liquids was
constantly measured.

In the first experiment, low-power red and green lasers
(650nm, 532nm, power <1mV) were used as actuators
for the channel 1, the condition x > data[i] > y for
RMS impedance represented a detector (the detector D21
from the DA module) for the channel 1. Parameters were
adjusted so that a signal between x and y turned the
lasers on, otherwise the lasers were turned off. Thus, a
positive feedback loop was created, which should lead to
oscillations in the channel 1.

Indeed, the appeared oscillations had the amplitude of
5-10 times greater than the noise during control mea-
surements, see Fig. 27(a). An interesting effect is the
uncontrolled (uncharacteristic) rise of impedance with the
amplitude 50-100 times greater than the noise, see Fig.
27(b). After this rise, the sensor was no longer oscillating
and apparently did not react to other weak signals (we
already reported a loss of sensor’s sensitivity after strong
nonlocal effects [42]). The temperature dynamics in Fig.
27(c) does not explain such a dynamics of RMS impedance.
It is assumed that the above-mentioned ’self-excitation’
occurred, which however differs from a ’classical scenario’
of loosing stability through an increase of the oscillation
amplitude.

Feedback loop experiment, control attempt, CYBRES EIS, Device ID:322006, RMS magnitude 
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Fig. 27. Experiment with positive feedback in the local case.
(a) Control measurement – unperturbed dynamics of channel
1; (b) The disturbed dynamics of channel 1 with the feedback
loop, the area A-B shows an appearance of oscillations, the
area B-C – a rise of impedance; (c) The liquid temperature
during the experiment, changes of the RMS impedance cannot
be explained by the temperature dynamics.
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Fig. 28. Two types of possible feedback loops in ’macro-
entangled’ systems of ’main’ and ’linked’ objects. (a) The
’main object’ does not have an intrinsic dynamics, the forced
behavior is imposed on the ’linked object’ through the feedback
loop; (b) The ’main object’ has a complex intrinsic dynamics,
the measuring components are attached to the ’main object’,
feedback components – to the ’linked’ object.

For the nonlocal case, it is necessary first to consider two
types of possible feedbacks in ’macro-entangled’ systems.
In the first case, the feedback loop with forced behavior
is established in the ’entangled’ (linked) object, see Fig.
28(a). This scheme provides an acceptable control mode for
the ’main object’ if it does not have an intrinsic dynamics.
In the second case, the ’main object’ is assumed to have a
complex intrinsic dynamics, therefore the measuring com-
ponents are attached to the ’main object’, see Fig. 28(b),
and the feedback components – to the ’linked object’. The
obvious difficulty of this method is the inaccessibility of
the ’main object’ for direct measurements and treatments;
in practical situations it is necessary to use the nonlocal
method from the first scheme. Thus, both approaches have
advantages and disadvantages.

We used the differential EIS device for tests with ’macro-
entangled’ objects. An interesting correlations in dynamics
of EIS channels have been observed in some specific cases,
e.g. if the water for two EIS containers originates from one
source processed by weak emission (see discussion later in
text). Thus, the first EIS channel – as the ’linked object’
from Fig. 28 – was used for exposure by the CPV emitter
and laser, the second EIS channel – as the ’main object’
from Fig. 28 – was placed about 0.5 meters away in a closed
light-proof box. Both containers are covered by light and
temperature isolation material, see Fig. 29.

To activate the CPV emitter and lasers, independent
signal detectors were used, i.e. they operated in an un-

Fig. 29. Light and temperature isolation of both channels
(13mm PE).

coordinated manner and their activation patterns did
not repeat throughout the experiment. Some influences,
for example strong electrostatic fields, impact the entire
measuring system, but others, such as a laser exposure
on the first channel, do not affect the second channel (if
both channels are optically separated from each other).
The initial hypothesis of this experiment was that the
created positive feedback through the electrostatic field
(the cone of the generator is not grounded), effects of the
Poynting vector and laser radiation in the channel 1 will be
reflected to some extent in the channel 2, however, the elec-
trochemical dynamics of the first channel will be unique
and different from the dynamics of the channel 2. The
experiment should indicate whether the ’self-excitation’
from the first (linked) channel can be transmitted to the
second (main) channel through a nonlocal ’entanglement’
between containers with water.

The temperature dynamics of both channels in this
experiment is shown in Fig. 30(a), the EIS dynamics –
in Fig. 30(b). The operation of CPV emitter and lasers
occurred in the ’on-off’ modulation mode, the correspond-
ing electrostatic modulation of the channel 1 is clearly
visible. The channel 1 demonstrates various dynamics,
such as oscillations, jumps, step-wise decays etc., which
is explained by the internal electrochemical dynamics of
water and three uncoordinated influences. Considering
the dynamics of the channel 2, we see some differences,
firstly in the amplitude (almost 10 times less). However,
in general, the dynamics of channels 1 and 2 is correlated.
Especially characteristic are the ’steps’ marked with blue
arrows in Fig. 30(b). Since the electrostatic impact is equal
at any time, the appearance of ’steps’ reflects only the
EIS dynamics of fluids and it must be unique for each
container. Even if 0.5 meter does not represent a significant
obstacle to a radial emission from the generator, we still
expect differences in the dynamics of both channels. The
appearance of correlations indicates that either there is
an instrumental parasitic connection between channels
(its absence is easy to verify, see Figs. 31 and 32(a)), or
there is an additional synchronization of dynamics, in the
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Fig. 30. Experiment with positive feedback in the nonlocal
case between containers with water filled from one source and
treated by weak emissions. (a) The temperature dynamics of
both channels, variation of temperature in the channel 1 about
4◦, in the control channel about 0.18◦; (b) EIS dynamics of
both channels without averaging filter, the excitation voltage
is set to the minimum scale of 0.01V-0.1V, the modulation by
the CPV emitter in the channel 1 is visible.
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Fig. 31. A control experiment to demonstrate the decoupling
of channels, the electrodes in the channel 1 were taken out of
the container for a short time, no response in the channel 2 is
observed; freshly filled liquids from different sources were used,
the noise is set to a minimal level by selecting the excitation
voltage in the range 0.1-1V.

manner of coupled oscillators, due to the effects of ’macro-
entangled’ objects. We also note the occurrence of spikes
and ’jumps’ in the ’main channel’ during the self-excitation
of the ’linked channel’.

Experiments shown in Fig. 30 have been repeated sev-
eral times, one run for fluids freshly filled from different
sources is shown in Fig. 32(a), for ’processed’ fluids filled

from the same source – in Fig. 32(b). We observe here
a similar behavior to the previously shown dynamics –
a correlation between channels in experimental attempt,
whereas the control experiment does not demonstrate any
correlation in the same conditions.

The experiments shown in this section have an explo-
rative character. First, the relationship between optical
and electrochemical effects is still not fully investigated
in physical chemistry. It is possible that the ’nonclassical’
character of ’self-excitation’ has some (quantum) physical
nature. We exclude the parasitic coupling (measuring ar-
tifacts) between channels, see the control measurement in
Figs. 31 and 32(a), moreover the ’macro-entangled’ effect
does not always work. It arises, firstly, when the excitation
voltage is set to a minimal scale of 0.01V-0.1V, where
the signal processing operates at the noise level. This
explains the large noise in Figs. 30(b) and 32. Secondly,
a weak emission of various nature is almost always present
in such experiments. For more strong results, measure-
ments should be performed between fully independent
EIS devices and more attempts should be undertaken for
accumulation of statistical significance. However, since this
work represents a report on experiment, we demonstrate
the obtained data and provide such explanations that are
available at the moment. It is assumed, as a working
hypothesis, that the well-known synchronization effect of
coupled oscillators with weak (nonlocal) coupling plays
here a key role [43].

IV. Conclusion

Based on experimental results, we can conclude with
sufficient confidence – taking into account difficulties in
detecting weak emissions – that the circular CPV emitter
with one circular dipole demonstrates effects that are
similar to the previously investigated effects of the optical
LED emitter [42], [26]. There are observed effects of
delayed EIS dynamics, mismatch with temperature curves,
the appearance of ’paradoxical phases’, accumulation of
emission after the generator is turned off. Comparing the
axial and radial directions, we note more intense reaction
of the EIS sensors in the axial direction at the top of
the cone. This is unusual, since both containers are at
the distance of 10 cm from each other and should show
a similar dynamics, when do not take into account the
generated weak emission. Express analysis of the irradiated
sample gives results similar to the V.A.Sokolova’s group,
which were obtained for the Deev’s and Akimov’s genera-
tors. Considering results of liquids exposure, described in
Sec. III-D, we note primarily the experimental confirma-
tion of electrochemical differences between exposed and
unexposed liquids. Also, a stimulating biological effect on
microorganisms is registered in the position at the ’top of
the cone’. All specific questions related to PTT effect will
be discussed in a separate paper.

The structure of the CPV emitter and the EHM-C mod-
ule follows the concept of the ’small Akimov’s generator’
and implies the same applications – a compact, mobile
source of generated weak emission that allows scaling
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Fig. 32. Replication of the experiment from Fig. 30. (a) Control attempts, all parameters are identical to experiment shown in
Fig. 32(b), but fluids are filled from different sources, no correlation between channels is observed; (b) Experimental attempt,
all parameters are identical to the experiment from Fig. 32(a), but fluids are filled from the same source and ’processed’ by
weak emissions, correlations between channels 1 and 2 are observed (about 10 difference in amplitude between channels); (c,d)
Temperature dynamics of both channels in control and experimental attempts.

up the irradiation effect. After numerous experiments,
we decided to leave the external elements of the gener-
ator without grounding - on the one hand this increases
its efficiency, but on the other hand it is necessary to
keep in mind the arising electrostatic charge. Since the
concept of unconventional technologies has changed over
the past 20 years, new features have been added to
the device: modularity, a set of replaceable emitters and
concentrators, combining with the shape effect and the
passive ’Contur’ system, the possibility of using different
physical and electronic modulators. The modern market of
unconventional technologies suggests the ineffectiveness of
’securing secrets’ and ’strict patenting’ strategy, which was
followed by the team of A.E.Akimov. We choose more open
approach for devices and publications, when the modular
generation technology, different encountered effects and
detecting/sensing devices are provided to users.

It is necessary to note the feedback methods shown in
Sec. III-F. The combination of the DA module, measuring
system and actuators (CPV emitter, lasers, electrostatic
and LED generators) allow imposing a forced behavior
on local and nonlocal objects. This enables a new class
of techniques for working with distant objects, such as
the ’self-excitation’ mode, or synchronization of nonlinear
oscillators with weak nonlocal coupling. Obviously, this
topic needs further development and a careful treatment
of ethical issues.

We point to safety methods when using these technolo-
gies, in particular a strong recommendation to limit the
intensity of generated weak emissions to requirements of
the intended tasks. It is necessary to allocate a separate
room for these works and always allow ’draining’ emissions
through large grounded metal screens and/or a source of
flowing water. Since the emissions has the capability to
be ’accumulated’ on objects, it needs to provide enough
time to dissipate the ’accumulated charge’. When using
nonlocal effects, it must be noted that a nonlocal interac-
tion is always multi-directional, it combines and provides
impacts from all involved sides. Experiments show that it
can ’entangle’ all participants that use the same modulator
or device in a certain time range. In conclusion, we point
once again to the ethical principles of working with this
technology.
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EHM-C control module 
for generators of alternating electric and magnetic fields, DC motors, LED 

emitters with variable intensity, precise dual-output thermostats 

EHM-C module is a control circuit for 

generators of alternating electric and 

magnetic fields. Two DC motors can be 

also connected as an inductive load. 

Additionally, the scheme is utilized for 

controlling LED emitters with variable 

brightness, as well as in the high-

voltage/ultrashort-pulses mode. With 

external temperature sensors LM35/AD592, the module has a functionality of dual-output (heater/cooler) digital 

thermostat with PID controller. The EHM-C module consists of four parts: the high voltage generator (5-1200V), 

the controller of inductive load (5-40V, 2A, reversible); the controller of a high current load (5-30V, up to 100A 

(500A) impulse current) and a microcontroller system for modulating all outputs with up to 5MHz of the carrier 

frequency and the secondary low-frequency 0.7Hz - 1kHz modulation. The module is powered from USB when 

the consumed average current is less than 0.5A (0.9A), a higher load current requires an external power supply. 

The module has an internal 5V to 40V (3A) voltage converter. Heat dissipation capacity is about 2W, an external 

heat sink is required to dissipate more heat. Management - enabling and disabling outputs, setting voltages and 

frequencies, programming timers and PID controller to operate in autonomous mode – is possible via USB by 

using a client program or by ASCII commands. The advantage of this module is the capability to control 

combined opto- magneto- electric devices, to use standard USB batteries for mobile applications, to operate 

autonomously without external control. Due to a small size, the EHM-C module can be easily integrated into 

other devices and systems.  

Features 

• input voltage: 5-30V

• integrated voltage converter 5V to 40V, 3A

• output voltage E (for electric field emitters): 5-

1200V (B/I/H versions only)

• output voltage H (for magnetic field emitters or

DC motors): 5-40V, 2A, with the possibility of

reverse current

• output voltage L (for high power LED emitters,

inductive load, various DC devices): 5-40V, up

to 100A (500A) impulse current

• Pulse Width Modulation of output voltages

with 0-5MHz of currier frequency

• secondary low-frequency modulation 0.7Hz –

1kHz (rectangular pulses) of all outputs

• programmable timers: 100ns-72 hours

• resolution of relative temperature 

measurement: 0.01°C

• PID controller with adjustable coefficients

• I2C, SPI, UART, USB interfaces

• size: 100х36х8мм

Application 

• combined opto- magneto- electric systems and

generators

• generators of alternating electric and magnetic

fields

• systems for exploring electric and magnetic

Aharonov-Bohm effect, the Graham-Lahoza

experiment, and similar combined electric and

magnetic systems

• experimental generators of magnetic vector

potential

• phase-synchronized control of DC motors

• control of LED emitters with variable

brightness

• high-voltage/ultrashort-pulses mode for LED

emitters

• increasing voltage to 18V/40V or up to 1200V

from USB

• switching (on-off, PWM) of different DC

devices at up to 40V and a high impulse

current

• precise universal thermostats with dual

heater/cooler outputs

• remote temperature data loggers


